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Abstract
The study experiment includes a sample of entities of both sexes, the group of girls and the group of boys
aged 11-12, who do not play basketball but only during the learning process - physical education classes.
Eight variables were applied in the morphological space, while in the basic and specific moving space, eight
variables were treated, through the T-test method, in the morphological space as well as in the basic and
specific moving space, valuable results were obtained for the basketball game between groups. of girls and
boys, as well as the hypothesis put forward we can say that it has been partially realized, given the very
young age of these students.
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Introduction
Basketball as a sports game, is as much loved and
adored as it is close to everyone, especially
children and young people. The sport of basketball
has won the hearts of young men and women, who
gladly
train
in
various
gyms,
schools,
neighborhoods, streets and squares. Basketball
requires high preparation through complex
exercises with quick reactions of movements in
different directions, even immediate stops, jumps,
agility, shooting from different positions that are
crowned with efficiency and then situational
attractions as well as frequent turns in the result.
make this game the most adored of all. Therefore,
conditioning preparation is a complex and
comprehensive process of applying various
programs for the development and maintenance of
functional and motor skills as well as the
morphological characteristics of basketball players.
Purpose and tasks of the study
Based on the presentation of the results, we will
also confirm the differences between the group of
boys and girls in the anthropometric space and in
the realization of basic and specific movement
tests important for the game of basketball. The
purpose of this paper is to understand-confirm the
presentation of differences in some morphological
characteristics, as well as basic and situational
motor skills between the two groups of girls and the
group of boys. The tasks of the study, based on the
realization of the purpose of this paper, are the
following tasks of experimentation: To determine
the level of psychomotor development in both
groups of students, To determine the level of
anthropometric features in both groups of
students, and to determine the differences in
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anthropometric features and motor skills in both
groups ofstudents.
Basic hypothesis
The experiment reflects the single hypothesis, with
the aim of accurate and scientific verification set
out in the research and based on the problems
identified by the review of previous research, we set
the hypothesis as follows: H1 - Assume that
significant differences in some anthropometric
characteristics and basic and situational motor
skills between the group of boys and girls aged 1112 will be gained.
Methods
Sample of entities
The study experiment includes a sample of entities
of both sexes, the group of girls and the group of
boys aged 11-12, who do not play basketball but
only during the learning process - physical
education classes. The tests were conducted in
sports gyms in the city of Prishtina. The sample of
those tested for research-experimentation are
students aged 11-12, two groups of 30 students
each, the group of girls and the group of boys, a
total of 60 students are treated. The number of
variables consists of 8 variables of anthropometric
characteristics and also 8 variables of basic and
situational motor ones.
Sample of variables
Study-experimentation includes the number of
eight variables from the basic-specific moving
space, as well as eight anthropometric variables.
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Anthropometric variables
Body weight - ABWI Body height - ABHE Arm
length - AALE Leg length - ALLE Palm length APALE Palm width – APAWI; The length of the sole
of the foot - ATLSF Toe width – ATOWID
Basic motor variables
Fast running 30m – MFARU30m High jump from
the country – MHIJC; Long jump from the country
– MLOJC; Throwing the basketball away from the
ground with both hands. – MTHBGH
Situational motor variables
Free throws with the right hand - MFTHRH Free
throws with the left hand - MFTHLH Back and forth
dribbling – MBFDR; Half-distance shooting with the
help of the table – MHDSHT
Methods of processing results
Predicting the primary results of the study and the
hypothesis presented, methods will be applied
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which will enable the provision of sufficient
information for the realization of this study, using
the appropriate program for data processing.
The T-test method will be applied to confirm the
differences between the age groups.
Results and discussion
Differences presented between the group of girls
and boys; T-test between the group of girls and
the group of boys in the anthropometric space.
Table.no.1.
Presents
the
results
in
the
anthropometric space between the group of girls
and the group of boys that present statistically
significant differences in only two variables that of
arm length and width of the toe, while other
results have shown that in this age their growth
and development is almost the same.

Table 1. Differences between the group of girls and boys in the anthropometric space.

T-test between the group of girls and boys in the basic and situational motor space.
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In table no.2. are presented the results in the
space of basic motor and situational motor for the
game of basketball between the group of girls and
the group of boys by analyzing the results, they
show that the differences between the two groups
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can be seen in three variables of motor basics that
have shown that the group of boys have better
skills than the group of girls in realizing these
variables.

Table 2. Differences between the group of girls and the group of boys in the motor space.

Hypothesis analysis and validation
Accurate and scientific reflection in this studyexperiment based on the obtained results shows
that the following hypothesis has been confirmed:
H1- In the only hypothesis we prove that
significant differences of motor-motor skills have
been obtained between the two groups of boys and
girls, we can say that it has been realized in part
because
significant
differences
have
been
presented only in two variables in anthropometric
space and three variables in the basic and
situational moving space.
Conclusion
The sample of the entities of the two groups, the
group of girls and the group of boys who do not
play basketball, will be in function of advancing the
transformation processes of a very young age, and
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in particular with value in the basic and situational
moving space. The application of scientific research
methods of study, reflects the best way as a basis
of information of program values and contents
during the learning process from the subject of
physical education and sports. The results of this
experiment will be valuable for basketball
educators and coaches regarding the important
information that presents the basic and situational
motor skills in order to determine the volume and
intensity of loads in children aged very young 1112 years. The study-experiment, according to the
obtained results, shows that the goal has been
achieved and the difference between the group of
girls and the group of boys who do not play
basketball has been confirmed, so this study will
remain as a model for discovering the most
valuable results at the age of these students in
question.
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